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THE WOODRACK

President’s Message

Mike Daum

One thing I am certain about woodworking is that you will never
stop learning. Unless you are isolated on a deserted island with a lim-
ited set of hand tools and no form of communication, your methods
of working wood will evolve. Imagine how boring that would
become; same way, different day. One of the greatest advantages of
being a member of our group is that we can closely communicate. It
is always good to see or hear about how someone else does it. Even
better, pairing two different techniques to make a better one.

For most of us, we are hobbyist woodworkers. Traditional tech-
niques using traditional methods of joinery or turning, scrolling, carv-
ing, etc. may be the appeal for you. If that is your interest, more
power to you. Actually in that case, wouldn’t it be less power, more
hand tools? There is no doubt that for the most part, woodworking
in this manner takes more time to complete a project. And if time is
of no concern, the gratification from taking on traditional is, at least
for me, much greater. You are actually proving to yourself that you
can duplicate time-honored practices and have accomplished hand-to-
eye coordination. It’s the most natural approach for working with
this natural material.

A few of us are power tool junkies. We want to get it done quick; per-
haps for profit, perhaps for time constraints. Nothing wrong with
this approach either. Your work will be arguably more consistent;
from flattening boards to turning spindle legs. You would probably
never break a sweat in the process. If you are a professional, or toy-
ing with the idea of becoming one, you will turn to power tools in
this economy. Handcrafted work is a term best used loosely here.

What my experience in woodworking has taught me is that I want
the ability to be accomplished in every method. I want to be able to
use a fret saw or chisel edge to cut marquetry pieces, or turn to the
scroll saw if I choose. I wish to use a hand plane to bevel the edge of
a board when my router is set up for another task. There list goes on
and on. Is that so selfish?

Truth be told, I use machines every day to build projects. But some
nights and weekends, I unwind with a Dozuki saw, and sharp chisels
in hand, cutting pins and tails in boards in a vise. Even for five min-
utes. As Ferris Bueller arrogantly stated, “It is so choice”. Sign up for
the Day of Dovetailing workshop, and see for yourself.
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M
ike Daum opened the February General meeting at 7:09 PM. He mentioned that all of our mem-
bers should be wearing their name badges. If you are a visitor, please fill out a temporary stick-on
badge, which can be found in the name tag box in the back of the room. If you join, you will receive

a permanent name badge.

Mike stated that if anyone does not receive the email version of the newsletter, that they see Joe Bottigliere
to ensure that the LIW has the correct email listing. He also thanked Daryl Rosenblatt for the improvement
in the newsletter. That improvement is that all articles are continued on the same or very next page, so you
do not have to “scroll down” a few pages to find the rest of the article.

Mike also announced that the Website has been revamped by Robert Coles. Robert reported he never met
Harry Hinteman, but owes him a big thank you because his company, Stafford Associates, hosts the website
and has tools we can use on a daily basis. Robert also wants to thank Mike Daum, Bob Urso, Sanjay Kapur,
Rolf Beuttenmuller, Matt Stern and a couple of others. He also wanted to acknowledge Steve Gazes and Steve
Blakley for all the work they did on making the Index for the Woodrack, which can now be found on the
Website. In addition, Jim Macallum and Steve Price get a kudos for the new gallery of photographs. Joe
Bottigliere, combined with Jim M. for the membership update (as of today’s meeting we have 175 members
paid.) Robert would like to see more galleries because there are only 26 member galleries shown out of all
175 members. (Mike D. asked that this issue be noted for the Executive Board Meeting to discuss in March.)

Mike then read the suggestions we received last month:
Suggestion: Have a meeting dedicated to sandpaper, different grit and sizes; cloth vs. paper backing, sterate
vs non-sterate. Comment: There could be some discussion of this at tonight’s meeting. Please ask the panel
any questions you have on the subject.
Suggestion: Have Dancing Girls. Comment: There are girls dancing here every day of the week just before

Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley
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our meetings. You can watch them if you like.

Suggestion: The 2012 Show Program - Correct the location of our monthly meetings. This was a suggestion
in September 2011 to change the location to the correct one. Comment: The Executive Board will make
every effort to correct this........It has been decided the correct address for the Brush Barn is 211 Middle
Country Road.
There was a young lady named Nicky O’Neil who was in attendance. Nicky is a Girl Scout and has to make
two toy chests with no lid as a project to go to the senior Girl Scout position. This is for community ser-
vice. They have to be painted and be 41”x 20”x 29”. If any member is interested in helping her with this
project, please see Mike Daum for a contact number.

Another visitor, Bob Rubner, telephone number 631-368-6785, works with charitable services. He brings in
materials and tools for one day, table top activities. The residents, glue, fasten, etc the projects. He has jigs
for these projects and is willing to share with them or give them away to people in day care centers. If you’re
interested, he would like to show you something he developed.

Mike then asked for a report on the Toys for Tots. Matt Stern has been nominated to head this position and
said there is plenty of room for workers but nobody is volunteering. He is asking for help. Please see Matt
if you want to be part of this program.

Mike talked about the Saratoga Springs trip March 31, a Saturday. It is a first come, first serve basis. The
pick-up location will be the park and ride at exit 49 on the LIE at 6 AM. There will be an extra driver. The
price ($50.00 for members) includes the show entrance fee and the driver’s tip.

Steve Blakley reported the Suggestion Box is missing. If anyone has seen it or mistakenly taken it home to
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fill with suggestions........please return it.

Charlie James reported that there will be a workshop on hand cut dovetails on March 10. The cost is $30.00
with lunch. It will run from 9 am- 4 pm and will be at the Brush Barn. Mike Daum will get a list of tools
needed from Charlie and send it out via email.

Ed Piotrowski reported that the first Wednesday of the Month in July is July 4. What is going to happen
with the General Meeting? Will we be having it? (Editors note: This was already discussed at the December
Executive Board meeting and the action item [#79] is for Bob Urso to contact the Smithtown Historical
Society to change the date.)

A member noted that there is a National Woodworking show in Somerset, NJ on February 24-26.

Mike Luciano reported on the Morgan Center annual auction; Iris Zimmerman donated a jewelry box and
Frank Napoli two carvings. Mike is donating a segmented bowl made by 4 different people at Steve
Costello’s shop.

For Show and Tell Matt Stern showed a Humidor project made of Mahogany and Spanish cedar. He is try-
ing to make it airtight using rare earth magnets for the doors but it does not seem to be working. He asked
for comments and suggestions. Pete Profeta asked about help with a 1938 Russian rifle which needs stripping
but does not want to lose its heritage markings. Bob Schendorf and Adam Scudder showed two chairs, both
knock-offs of a Scandinavian style. Adam also built one with all bent laminations out of cherry. He had to
use many forms and as many clamps in the shop that he could find. Bob mentioned that when laminating,
that an odd number of laminations is historically more balanced.

Adam Scudder’s Chair (left) and Bob Schendorf’s
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Doug Plotke reported his business was involved with a residential roof project and an article on it will come
out in the next issue (or the following issue) of Fine Homebuilders magazine.

Mike D. asked if there were any potential new members…..Grace Mill was invited by a member to see what
the LIW was. Her hobby is woodworking and her large projects that she built are kitchen cabinets and a
Murphy Bed. Grace is a retired Navy person, but not just a regular Navy person, she is one of only 5 Woman
Navy Commanders to have their own ship. Grace also has a Bronze star. We all hope that Grace decides to
“join up” with the LIW! Rich Ridell, also a guest tonight, loves woodworking and has made a record hold-
er, all glue and doweled. Bob Rubner (mentioned earlier in this report) is from East Northport and does vio-
lin repair and sometimes makes toys.

Mike Daum reported that the he is looking for a Show Chair for the 2012 LIW show. Jim McKenna, for-
mally of OBVR is no longer with the organization and we are not sure of the availability of the OBVR
venue. The Show Chair will be assisted by Robert Coles.

The SIGS reported as follows: Bob Schendorf reported LICFM will meet on Valentine’s day. They are try-
ing to change the format to be hands on. They will be project oriented, making a tool box and in the future
hope to have educational courses. LISA reported that John Hons will give a presentation on how to make a
box with the scroll saw. Richie Zimmerman reported that the SSOW will have open carving. Steve Fulgoni
of the LIWG reported that Ed Piotrowski, Charlie Felson and Doug Bartow will show how to make bird
house ornaments styled after acorns. He also reminded everyone to bring in their turning challenge.

It was now time to bring up the members for the Panel Discussion. This night’s panel consisted of Charlie
James, Rich Macrae, Charlie Morehouse, Bob Schendorf and Pete Profeta. Some of the questions and answers
were:

Q: Can foam brushes for finishing? A: They are good for polyurethane, but not for shellac or lacquer.

Q: I want to upgrade the miter on the contractor table saw. What miter fixture would you recommend? A:
Kreg miter, Incra, or the Dubby (sliding sled), are all good.

Q: When building furniture what is better, white or yellow glue?
A: Both perform the same except white glue has more open time than yellow glue. Neither will take
stain. Laminations use hide glue…sets up quick, and is reversible with denatured alcohol. If you use hide
glue, you must scrape all of existing white or yellow glue or it will not hold. BUT if using hide glue over
hide glue, it interacts with and adheres to the old glue.

Q: Making a turning blank bloodwood to maple, what glue would you use? A: Titebond II. The bloodwood,
because of the oil in the wood, needs to have Acetone wiped on to remove the surface oils before glu-
ing. Denatured alcohol, lacquer thinner, etc. gets oil off but you must glue immediately or oil will come back
to surface.

Q: What sort of glue are you using for rings of segmented bowls? A: Yellow glue. Use band clamps for rings
on segmented bowls.

Q: Experience using CA glues. A: Chips on dovetails with activator.

Q: Outside bar lower trim to bend around a 4’circumfrance, but it is detailed. Any suggestions or recom-
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mendations 4’ x 11’. Whole job is ipe. A: Formulas on line for notching the back for making the radius; glue
fill the kerf with gorilla glue. Then put it on the form. Mahogany and Spanish cedar holds up very well. Ipe
laminated on the outside piece. Sapele becoming a choice over mahogany, more used because of price and
availability.

Q: Putting together a chest. Legs are maple. Does he orient the grain horizontal or vertical? A: Go horizon-
tal. Top of a chest on chest. Vertical on top piece and horizontal on bottom piece.

Q: Hardware, miniature barrel hinges. Where to put them in on the box? A: Mock up, practice, etc. Make
a mock up and will see….angle will get the angel of wood right. White Capital, good hardware has formulas
on the website.

Q: Recommendation for Bob Schendorf. What type of bandsaw blade? Laguna blades. 3 TPI skip tooth.

Q: Utility cabinets made out of mdf. How do I clean up the edges.? Iron on veneer and then paint it. Or use
¼” edging.

Q: Which drill set should I purchase? A: Cordless drill and impact driver from Milwauki. Working on
Festools, the internal motor of a Milwauki is the same motor as Festool.

Q: Is there a different bit on an impact driver? A: Yes. There was a comment in general on why to get an
impact drill over an ordinary drill and that was because you do not need to put force behind it to get screw
or drill hole in.

Once again our panel did a great job of answering our questions and we thank them very much!
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I
like to use golf as a metaphor. Not that I am a good golfer, as a matter of fact I am probably the best bad
golfer you’ve ever seen. If you’re not one of those guys that is keeping track of everyone else’s score,
you’ll probably be surprised at the end of the round about how high my score is. And I certainly don’t

play as often as I’d like. But I understand the game.

The best thing about golf is that there is etiquette .Oh sure, we’ve all seen and heard acts of savagery out on
the links, but in this age where people live their life as if they were on a reality tv show, in an age where self
dignity, good manners and self respect have seem to have gone the way of the dinosaur, it’s nice to know that
there is still one place that you are expected to act like a human being; the golf course.

Having said that , I am proposing that as woodworkers we initiate an etiquette system of our own. We will
talk about how to enforce the penalties some other time. I am just going to throw some things out there , I’ll
have my girl ( ok, this is where I would normally throw in a joke about my wife Annabelle, but since I am
writing this a couple of days before Valentine’s Day, I won’t this month. Feliz Sainto Valentino dayo Honey!)
format it and distribute it in memo form.

As woodworkers we tend to be humble about our skills, but I am going to break that unwritten rule and
admit that I am pretty good. Not the best, but pretty good . This year I will surpass a quarter of a million
dollars in sales since I have opened my little shop. It may have cost me a half million dollars to do it, but I
never claimed to be a good businessman. In five and a half years people have collectively paid a lot of money
for my work. I’m not boasting, just giving you a little qualifier before I start this month’s rant. And also, I
am going to discriminate against our fairer members this month, because I have never seen a lady wood-
worker violate any of the rules I am about to set forth. So guys, this is all about us.

Please don’t come in to my shop (or anyone else’s) and point out the snipe in a rough milled table top that’s
made out of some of the most gorgeous cherry that God ever created and painstakingly joined together for
maximum beauty. I’m sorry, but I mill thousands of board feet a year and my maintenance schedule leaves a
lot to be desired. Also I must have been absent that week at MIT when they covered getting your machinery
to within a gazillionth on an inch. (probably the same week I took off from medical school, when they cov-
ered where babies come from, and the fact that they eventually grow into teenagers!). Especially when you
don’t recognize the fact that the beautiful 12/4 board (for the benefit of the same violator, 12/4 equals three
inches thick) on the other bench is genuine mahogany . Yes, I would rather not have snipe and if we all exist-
ed in the same world as the offices of “Fine Woodworking,“ we would never have snipe. But here in the real
world the landlord comes on the first of every month, there are deadlines and blades get dull.

Ok, I will share a trade secret with all of you about how to get rid of snipe. Come closer and I’ll whisper it
to you...closer, closer........sand the crap out of it!
I certainly don’t expect everyone to know everything about wood and wood working, heck, I don’t feel I
know enough myself. I (as well as most club members) will be happy to share what ever knowledge I have.
It’s ok if you’re not an expert, just don’t try to pass yourself off as one.

I guess since my ex wife got half of my pride in our divorce, I don’t feel the need to espouse every little bit

The Gallery

Bob Schendorf
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of knowledge I have ever read in every conversation about our craft.

Dust collection. For the time being , I re arrange the shop at least once a year and am still trying to figure out
what other machinery I need , I rely mostly on the gravity push system for my dust collection. I let gravity
take the dust to the floor, and then I push a broom to pick it up occasionally. I average sixty to a hundred
eighty gallons of shavings/dust from my machines per week , things get messy. Please don’t come into my
shop( or any one else’s ) and start giving unsolicited advice on dust collection.

Equipment. I may not be as well equipped as ‘ol Norm, but I have some pretty good stuff. If you walk into
my shop, past the five horse power saw complete with cross cut sled, past the twelve inch jointer , past the
twenty inch planer, past the two bandsaws, past the numerous clamps and hand tools and focus on the hun-
dred year old home made wooden hand plane that belonged to my grandfather ( who was a machinist and
knitter) that I keep purely for decoration and of course sentimental value, and start lecturing me about how
it should be flattened and sharpened, etc., you quickly lose all your “ shop cred” with me. So please, don’t
walk into my shop ( or anyone else’s ) and start lecturing about their tools.

Gallery / finished work. Ok , here I could go on and on. But suffice it to say, use a little tact . Try something
like; “ nice job, I probably would have done it this way, but that certainly works too.” I’ve said it before wood
workers can be an awfully catty group. And it always seems to be the guys with the thinnest skins are the
harshest critics.

Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy and encourage folks to come by. I’m not a big “time is money guy” , I’m always
happy to take a break and shoot the breeze with my fellow members, and if you come around happy hour
there is usually beer in the fridge. Just leave your ego in the car.

So why do guys behave that way? Well I’ll be the first to admit that at five foot seven, my Napoleon com-
plex, as well as my partial Irish lineage explains why I tend to design and build larger projects. I can only guess
as to what inadequacies (physical or otherwise) these brutes are trying to compensate for.

Of course, I do have several good friends whom I expect to come in to the shop and go over everything with
a fine tooth come and break my chops unmercifully about anything wrong that they find. But these are the
guys who I can call whenever I get myself in over my head. These are the guys that have been with me
through this whole saga. They show up without being asked when I find myself up a creek again. How do
you know if you’re on that extremely short list? Well, if you’re not privy to the plan that instructs you on
what actions to take in the event I climb a tower with a high powered rifle strapped to my back, then you’re
probably not on that list and are expected to conduct your self in a way that would make your mother proud
when you come to my or any one else’s shop.

Phew! I feel better now, how about you?

What’s that? The Gallery? Oh yeah, the gallery. I’ll be honest with you, we still have to many empty shelves
. We (including yours truly) need a fresh shot of enthusiasm.
Anyone have any ideas?



T
he February turners meeting was held on 2/9 and led by President Steve Fulgoni.

There has been no word back yet on the application for a grant from the AAW for $850.00 to purchase anoth-
er lathe. But it is expected to be announced sometime this month.

The Morgan Center is looking for donations to auction off at their annual fund raiser. The Morgan center
provides school and some normalcy for children under 6 with Cancer. Please see Mike Luciano to give him
your donation(s) they will be needed by March/April. Mike will check on the exact date.

On 3/31 through 4/1 there will be the annual Totally Turning Symposium held in Saratoga Springs. It’s a

great weekend of turning! The club is sending up a bus on the 31st. the cost is $50.00 and includes admission
and the drivers tip. On the way home they stop for dinner which will be extra.

The AAW Symposium will be held in San Jose this year on June 8-10. If you planning on going contact Steve.
Maybe you can coordinate your travel plans with other people going from our club.

The Saturday Woodturners club in Dix hills will be hosting Michael Hosaluk on April 21st, and Alan Lacer
is scheduled for the October meeting.

The next club challenge for March will be anything turned using a faceplate or chuck. The April challenge
will be anything turned and decorated.(Use your imagination). The challenge will now be monthly and will
run through September 2012. Each time you participate you get one raffle ticket. So far 19 people have par-
ticipated in the challenges. Steve has proposed that IF that number climbs to 30 people, he will personally
donate a really nice boxed Henry Taylor tool set as the prize. This however will be done ONLY if we get to
30 people participating. If not there will be a different and lesser prize. Let’s not let Steve keep those tools!

The club logo has been finalized and is really nice. (Thanks Doug!). Now we just have to decide what we will
do as a club so the embroiderer can make one large run.

Mike Josiah is looking into getting a 55 gallon barrel of Anchorseal II. The cost per club member will be at
or under $10.00 per gallon(As opposed to $25.00 + freight elsewhere. We need commitments for 55 gallons
though before this happens. So far there are about 30 gallons spoken for. There is a post with more info on
the club website in the members only General section. Please contact Mike if you’re interested.

There was quite a bit of items brought in for show and tell tonight.

Marty Platt brought in a Sassafras natural edge bowl, and a pepper mill made form Ambrosia maple.
Charlie Felsen brought in a dogwood bud vase
Gary Mayhew brought in a candle stick holder made from red heart
Doug Bartow showed a spalted chestnut vase
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Rich Zimmerman brought in 2 gavels
Barry Saltsberg brought in Bottle stoppers, a bottle opener, Sample spindle turnings, and a Magnolia bowl,
Mike Josiah brought in a candle stick mad from Kingwood
Jim Macallum brought in a screwdriver handle, 2 letter openers, and a spindle made during an Ernie Conover
class a few years ago.
Joe Pascucci brought in a wood chisel mallard
Steve Blakley brought in a silent bell made from Aspen (It had a cotton clangor)
Ed Piotrowski showed a maple bowl, and a marblewood pepper grinder
Ed Mahoney brought in a staved segmented wine bottle chiller
Jean Piotrowski brought in (Through Ed) a wine bottle stopper made from olive wood and cherry, and a per-
fume pen made from purple heart

Tonight’s subject was Acorn bird house boxes presented by Ed Piotrowski, Charlie Felsen and Doug Bartow.

The presenters gave out some really nice hand outs. If you missed it, let me know and I’ll email them to you.

There are basically two types of houses you can make. One with a glued on top and the other has a slide top.
The top always needs to be larger than the bottom width wise. From there your only limited by your imag-
ination. The slide tops have a wide screwed inside the base that runs through the top. The top slide up and
down on the wire.

Drilling a hole in the blank for the holes is easier before the wood is rounded off. The sample demonstrated
had a 2 x 2 x 5” blank. The top main hole was drilled half way in with a 3/8” drill. The smaller perch hole
was drilled with a 3/32 drill.

Drill out the center of the base with a 1 ¼” Forstner bit at least half way into the blank.

The top was made from a 4 x 4 x 3” blank. Hollow out the top and shape to fit the base.

The handouts have much more detail and detailed pictures of each step.

See you next month!
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R
olf opened the February 16th meeting at 7:15 pm. He mentioned the passing of one of our long time
members, Ed O’Rourke. It was also mentioned that Gabe Jaen has been ill. We all wish Gabe a
speedy recovery.

There was one new person in attendance this evening. Fabio is interested in learning more about the club
and scrolling.

There was no old business to report.
There was no new business.

Treasurer/Membership – Iris does not have an accurate accounting of paid members, however she believes it
may be around 25. If you haven’t paid your dues yet, please contact Joe Bottigliere.

The March meeting will be on coloring wood with dyes, paints and alternative methods. Rolf and Jean will
be the presenters for this meeting. All members are encouraged to bring their favorite methods for coloring
wood to share at this meeting.

Show & Tell –
Frank Gulotta had several items to show this month. He made a wine bottle from Maple & Walnut and a
fret work frame from Cherry & Paduk. He also made a memorial plaque for Officer Peter Figoski who was
killed in the line of duty in December. Frank is a retired NY City Police Officer. He made 2 of these
plaques, one for the family and one for the precinct. He will be presenting them sometime next month. The
plaques have a portrait of the officer, as well as his badge and precinct information. A beautiful memorial
and Franks scroll work was beautifully done.

Joe Pascucci made 2 puzzles for his grandchildren with their names. They were skillfully cut and nicely
painted. He also cut some 3-D bows that he made into hair clips for his granddaughter.

Rolf showed some doll house furniture he cut from a pattern in one of the older scrolling magazines. He also
had some sliding puzzle boxes that he cut for Scrollsaw Woodwork and Crafts Magazine.

Tim Reardon made a box from walnut and pine with a segmented eagle on the lid. Gabe Jaen offered some
assistance in this project.

Rolf discussed the toxicity of some woods and encouraged club members to wear breathing protection when
working. A future meeting will cover this topic in more detail.

Tonights presenter was John Hons on box making. John is one of the more proficient scrollers in the club
and his work shows it. He showed a collection of boxes that he’s made over the years. He discussed the dif-
ferent types of boxes, as well as some of the tricks he’s learned over the years. It seems that the Badda-Bing
Technique is used quite a bit.
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John explained how boxes are mainly joints – Mitered corners, spline joints and rabbit joinery. He discussed
how he squares the corners using clamps, and some of the clamping options available. He also discussed the
different options for lids. The box lids can be hinged, piano hinges work best. They can also be made to sit
on top of the box, or with a rim to fit inside the box.

He finishes the boxes with a quick dry spray lacquer.

Thank you John, for sharing your work with us all.
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Cabinetmakers and Furniture Makers SIG

James Brown

G
eneral note: This was the second meeting of the SIG under the new board, with Bob Schendorf as
president, and represents a change in direction and emphasis from the past. The goal is to get greater
participation both at home and at the meeting. This started with a suggested project of a tool box (or

similar) that would incorporate joinery and could be very functional in transporting appropriate tools to and
from the club meetings. The first meeting offered guidance in design and drawing of plans, and this meeting
encouraged all members to bring in their projects and tools and workmates so they might continue working
on their projects at the meeting. It was very encouraging to see all the projects that were brought to the meet-
ing, but especially to see so many of the club actively involved in working on their tool boxes or practicing
skills once the business portion of the meeting was completed. This not only provided work time, but a
chance for everyone to move around and see what others were working on, how they were doing it, the tools
they were working with etc. The evening went very quickly and I believe that there was a general apprecia-
tion for this new direction. The March meeting should have everyone bringing in their (hopefully) complet-
ed projects and moving on to a presentation of the next project. This will be an end table or similar, with or
without a drawer, depending on skill level and need. We will be discussing construction details for the typi-
cal table and offering ideas for accomplishing operations like the tapering of legs, provisions for the drawer
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e t c .

February Minutes

The meeting began with the introduction of Grace Mehl who was new to the group. She comes with signif-
icant experience but hopes to learn more about hand tool usage.

Show and tell followed with Ben Nawrath bringing in and old bedrock jack plane that he has been restoring,
and moved to Joe Hopke who brought in a drum he had made from parts. It was beautifully made and fin-
ished. Next were all the tool boxes in various states of completion. The large number of projects was grati-
fying.
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IT IS WITH A SAD HEART THAT I TELL

YOU ABOUT THE PASSING OF ONE OF

OUR FELLOW WOODWORKERS EDWARD

. O’ROURKE ON FEBRUARY 2, 2012,
AT THE YOUNG AGE OF 67.

ED WAS A MEMBER OF THE SCROLLING

SIG AND YOU COULD SEE HIM AT SOME

OF THE LOCALE FAIRS SELLING SOME OF

HIS SCROLL WORK. HE REALLY SEEMED

TO ENJOY THE TOYS FOR THE KIDS.

ED ALWAYS HAD A FRIENDLY COMMENT OR

SOME GREAT SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE OF US

THAT NEEDED SOME HELP.

HE WILL BE MISSED.
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2012 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:

Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716

Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers

NAME:__________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________________

City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________

Telephone:__________________________________________________

E Mail Address:_____________________________________________

Alternate Telephone:______________________________________

Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________

Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________

How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________

What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________

COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________

SIGS - $25 first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:

CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________



Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

Delta Unisaw for sale (excellent condition) best offer.I recently bought a new 10” Left
Tilting Unisaw and no longer need my Right Tilting Unisaw (which is in excellent condi-
tion)
Specs:
Model 34-802 10” Right Tilting Arbor Unisaw
3 HP, 230 volt, 12.4 amp Single Phase
Model 34-897 52” Unifence system
Model 34-998 Table and Shelf (extension table and Shelf for above)
Model 34-974 Deluxe Uniguard
“USA Made”

Howard Whitman
Home: 631-586-5815
Cell: 516-805-9651
Email: hwhitbross@gmail.com

T h e M a r k e t p l a c e
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